
We are proud to present our newest accommodation at
Le Pavilion in Puchong!
 
Located just a 30-minute drive from Kuala Lumpur City
Center and 10-minute from the famous Sunway Lagoon
Theme Park,  Le Pavilion is a resort-style luxury
residence with dedicated facilities surrounded by lush
landscaping. Every unit is designed to be a semi-D that
exudes an air of exclusivity. 
 
Le Pavilion also  comes with sky lounges with vantage
views  of the Puchong and Kuala Lumpur skyline. For
the residents’ convenience, several shops and retail
outlets are located on the ground floor.
 
Scan the QR Code to see more photos!
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Decoration Essentials for Your Airbnb Property
 

Homely experiences are one of the main reason travelers looking for. The famous rentals always

offering all the essentials and amenities to create the comforts that bring guest come back over

and over again. If you are planning to start your vacation rental and wondering what decoration

ideas, here are the tips :

 

Comfort Beds : No matter how much you are selling per night or how beautiful your decoration, if

guest feel uncomfortable with the bed and do not sleep well, they will not come back and worst

they will give bad review. Therefore make sure you provide a comfy beds which you will do it just

for your own bed.

 

Fast Internet : Whether tourist or business travelers, everyone need a great WIFI to search for

their trips itinerary or work. So same goes to our own house if our internet is slow we won’t like

to stay at home for long period.

 

Dinnerware & Utensils : Travelers looking for Airbnb vacation because they want to experience

like a local and make some breakfast or coffee before go out for the day. So it is important that

you need to provide sufficient dinnerware set.
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Bathroom Essentials : Imagine if you have check in late into a

vacation rental without bathroom essentials and you need to go

out to find all the essentials at late, it is so much inconvenience!

So make sure you provide all the necessities.

 

Linens : Many travelers do not bring towels so you need to

prepare at least 2 sets of towels for each guest. Importantly

make sure you buy a soft and good quality towels but not the

towels you wouldn’t want to use at your home.

 

Living Room Decoration : Guest like to have space in living

room where they can watch TV & chatting, so it is important to

put a comfortable sofa with throw pillow. Decoration

accessories like artificial plants & wall picture will make the

living room more lively.

FEBRUARY SUCCESSFUL PROMOTIONS
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WIDEBED is the comprehensive short-term rental

host and concierge services platform based in

Malaysia with operations throughout  South East

Asia. We help property owners in major cities

generate and maximise short-term rental income

with zero stress by taking care of the full process

of 24/7 hosting and concierge services.

We are the preferred choice of guests &

travellers for short-stay accommodation in Kuala

Lumpur. For over 10 years, we have been

delighting thousands of guests from all over the

world with amazing variety of stay options to suit

every budget & preference.

 

OUR VISION
To be the Preferred Short-Stay Brand in Asia.

OUR MISSION
To empower our team and create happy clients

by consistently performing at our best, with

Passion and Joy. 

Our Core Values:

ACCOUNTABILITY
Our team members are responsible &

accountable in providing the very best of

services & solutions to our clients. You can

always count on us.

POSITIVITY
We believe in uplifting others, focusing on

the good while also being aware of any

shortcomings, and creating solutions for any

challenges that may come our way. We can

and we will.

PASSION
We love what we do, and it shows in how we

perform at work, how we communicate with

everyone and how we serve our clients. With

heart & enthusiasm.
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Are you interested in our business ?
Check out our website: http://widebed.com/
& contact us at: inquiry@widebed.com
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